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Vanellis doesn’t post their nutritonal information online, but calorieking.com says that the average 160g (5.7oz) slice of
pepperoni pizza contains 447 calories, 1,024mg of sodium and about 39 per cent of your daily saturated fats.
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Managing stress, one bite at a time
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Fueling the body and mind with nutritional foods
December 3, 2009

BRIEFS

F

eeling touchy? A
new study out of the
University of Toronto
suggests that people in
their late teens and early
20s are more prone to
anger than their elders.
The study’s author said
the greatest predictor
of anger was feeling
pressed for time. Those
with more education
were less likely to be
angry, according to the
study.

E

ager to get your
H1N1 shot? An oncampus clinic will be
open to students, staff
and faculty over the age
of 18 on Dec. 3, 4, 7-10
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Make sure you bring
your provincial health
care card. Check out
Alberta Health Services
website for other many
other clinics offering the
shot.

E

ver heard of Google
Wave? It has the
potential to be a great
tool for studying,
group work, and other
collaborative projects.
It’s only in preview
mode right now, so
request an invite from
Google, or ask a pal with
invites if they have one
to spare.

by Zoey Duncan
News Editor

Have exams and expenses
got you on edge? Your eating
habits on stress-filled days
can compromise your health
and make it tougher to study.
During stressful times in our
lives, we tend to make poorer
nutrition decisions, said Lynne
Lafave, assistant professor in
the department of physical
education and recreation.
“When we’re tired, we
tend to choose high fat, high
sugar, higher salt food,” she
said, noting that the trend is
consistent throughout all people,
not just stressed-out students.
There are plenty of fast food
options on campus, and Lafave
pointed out that, like most
convenience food, many of the
options on campus tend to be
higher in fat, sugar and salt than
food you bring from home.
Health Canada recommends
that we ingest 1,500 mg of
sodium per day, and no more
than 2,300 mg. According to a
2004 Statistics Canada survey,
Canadians consume about 3,092

mg of sodium every day. Health
Canada states that, “Too much
[sodium] may lead to high blood
pressure, a major risk factor for
stroke, heart disease and kidney
disease.”
It’s easy to go over the
recommended amount: Edo’s
curry chicken bowl alone
contains 1,510 mg, and 60 ml
of their teriyaki sauce is another
1,230 mg of sodium, according
to the nutritional information
available on their website. At
Dairy Queen, regular-sized
fries contain 640 mg of sodium
and their grilled chicken salad
contains 890 mg, according to
their nutritional information.
As for calories, Health Canada
recommends men aged 19-30
consume 2,500-3,000 calories
per day, depending on their
level of activity and women
aged 19-30 should consume
1,900-2,300
calories
per
day. That curry chicken bowl
contains 500 calories, while the
DQ fries have 310 calories and
the salad has just 280 calories.
The problem with a higher
intake of fat, sugar and salt is
that it results in gained weight,

less energy and a generally bad
feeling, Lafave said. And on
the other side of the spectrum,
people who are cutting calories
to lose weight tend to be cold,
get sick and have trouble
concentrating.
Lafave acknowledged that
it’s easy to order a plate of fries
or a slice of pizza in Wyckham,
especially for the many students
who find themselves exhausted
and who don’t bring food from
home to eat at school. But those
foods can take a toll on your
body.
“Food purchased and prepared
at home is always going to be
higher in nutritional value,” she
said.
She
emphasized
the
importance of getting your
recommended daily amount
of fruits and vegetables; that’s
seven to eight for women and
eight to 10 for men. Not only
are the vitamins and minerals
contained within important, but
the high amount of fibre has a
“high satiation factor” that will
keep you fuller for longer than
other snacks.
Lafave said she sees plenty of

convenience foods in the hands
of students around the end of
the semester. In order to break
the habit of indulgent snacks,
she said it’s important to plan
ahead.
“One trick at the grocery
store is to stay on the outside
of the store,” she said. Fresh
produce, baked goods, dairy
and meat are on the perimeter
of the store, which makes it easy
to circumvent the processed,
packaged foods in the aisles.
Once you’ve got your healthy
bounty, make things easier on
yourself by packing up small
servings of vegetables to take to
school. Lafave said that fruit and
vegetables would keep well in a
backpack for a day.
If a change is on the horizon
for you, Lafave recommends
starting slow.
“Small changes are palatable
changes,” she said in regards to
cutting down on fat, sugar and
salt. Try identifying five not-sogood things you eat in a week,
she said, and cut one out every
day.
“By reducing it slowly you can
adapt.”

Weather got you down?
by Zoey Duncan
News Editor

As if you didn’t have enough to
worry about with exams, tuition
payment, and holiday shopping,
the weather may also be playing a role in your trip to the doldrums.
Seasonal affective disorder
(SAD) hits up to 20 per cent
of Canadians every year. It’s a
type of seasonal depression that
tends to happen from October
to late spring — sort of like the
school year. For two to three per
cent of the population, SAD can
be debilitating, inhibiting people
from getting through their daily
activities.
Research about what causes
SAD is ongoing, but right now,
evidence suggests that the de-

creased amount of sunlight during winter months leads to the
disturbance of sleep patterns,
mood, and appetite.
According to eyrespace.com/
weather, at this time of year in
Calgary, we get a little more
than eight hours of sunlight in
a day. The sun rises around 8
a.m. and has set by 4:30 p.m.
In September, we get about 13
hours of light as opposed to July
when we get over 16 hours daily
of the warm, sweat-inducing
rays.
In
fact,
according
to
Environment Canada, Calgary
gets an average of over 2,400
bright, sunny, cloudless hours
every year. This is compared
to 2,288 hours during a year
in Edmonton, 2,037 hours in
Toronto, and 1,928 hours in

Vancouver.
Symptoms of SAD do overlap
with other types of depression,
but if you notice that symptoms
occur for consecutive winters
and without any other explanation, SAD just might be the
cause.
According to the Canadian
Mental Health Association
(CMHA), symptoms may include:
•Appetite changes: specifically
cravings for carbs and sweets
•Decrease in energy, fatigue and
oversleeping
•Difficulty concentrating
•Irritability and anxiety
•Avoidance of social situations
and sensitivity to social
rejection
•Feelings of despair
•Weight gain

It’s easy to fall into a schedule where you wake up and go
to school while it’s dark out,
then leave school once the sun
goes down. If you have mild
symptoms, increase the time
you spend in the sun by taking a
walk outside at lunchtime, and
situating your workspace to take
advantage of sunlight through
windows. The CMHA recommends exercise to avoid developing seasonal affective disorder.
Other treatments include light
therapy lamps that simulate the
rays of the sun.
If you think you’re suffering from a more severe case of
seasonal affective disorder, the
CMHA recommends seeing your
doctor to discuss alternative
treatments, including antidepressants and counseling.
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Bill 44 continues to cause controversy
by Devin Ayotte
The Reflector

Though nearly six months
have gone by since the
Alberta government passed
the controversial Bill 44 in
June, debate within legal and
educational
communities
continued at a panel discussion
held at the University of Calgary
on Nov. 26.
The bill, which entrenches
the rights of gay, lesbian and
transgendered
individuals
to
pursue
discrimination
complaints with the Alberta
Human Rights Commission,
also requires teachers to provide
written notice to parents if
subjects such as religion,
sex or sexual orientation are
going to be discussed in class.
Parents who feel a teacher is
not respecting their wishes
will be able to pursue a human
rights complaint with the
Commission.
Opponents of the bill argue
that the sole purpose of Bill
44 is to stifle discussion of
sensitive issues within the
classroom and prevent teachers
from promoting tolerance of
diversity. Teachers who push
the issue “will have to get
lawyers,” said Linda MckayPanos, director of the Alberta
Civil Liberties Research Centre.
“There’s a lot of emotion and
a lot of sides, but I think the

people of Alberta are better off
for it,” Alberta Culture Minister
Lindsay Blackett told CTV News
in regards to the bill shortly
after it was passed earlier this
year. The bill was passed in
early June, but is not slated
to take effect until September
2010.
Although consent is already
required and parents are able
to pull their children from
classes in which sensitive or
controversial material will
be addressed, proponents of
the bill argue that the rights
of parents are insufficiently
protected by existing legislation.
Parents are currently required
to bring their complaints to the
school board.
Mckay-Panos appeared with
Paula Simons, an Edmonton
Journal columnist who has been
following the legislation since
its inception, and the Creelman
family to discuss their issues
with the bill in front of students
and members of the U of C’s
faculty of law.
Susan Creelman and her
children Austin, 13, Katherine,
16, and Andrea, 17, made the
trip from Edmonton to speak
about the right of students
to a complete education. The
Creelman children are the force
behind the popular Facebook
group “Students Against Bill
44,” which has over 11,620
members, their response to a

Exam lotto
How Mount Royal University
schedules final exams
by Nori Sinclair
The Reflector

Eight weeks before the end of
classes, students eagerly check
online for Mount Royal’s exam
schedule, hoping they will luck
out with an extended holiday
vacation or the afternoon exam
times.
Those stuck with exams at 8
a.m. on a Saturday or three exams on the last day of the exam
period often express frustration with the system, or begin
to construct elaborate conspiracy theories about how the university hates them.
David Wood, registrar, enrolment services, has heard all
kinds of complaints about the
scheduling process, from both
students and faculty alike. He
reassures students that the exams are scheduled at random.
“The software is not out to
get you,” Wood says.
Creating the exam schedule
takes about a month and is
organized by the university’s
scheduling office, which also
takes care of each semester’s
course timetable. The office
starts by making a list of all
classes running in a given semester, which it then sends off
to the departments.

Photo courtesy of Sheldon Chumir Foundation

Concerned about the potential results of Bill 44, the panel discussed childrens’ right to
education. From left to right: Paula Simons, Linda McKay-Panos, Susan Creelman, Andreas
Creelman, Katherine Creelman and Austin Creelman.
piece of legislature that left
them “disgusted.”
Their mother shares their
passion, and voiced her concern
for students.
“Bill 44 does not prepare
students for the real world
or to easily accept people
regardless of religion or sexual
orientation,” she told the panel.
Also an issue is the Alberta
government’s handling of Bill
44.
“I don’t think they gave full
consideration to the logical
consequences of this decision,”
Simons said.
The bill will require teachers

to remove their children from
classes dealing with evolution
on religious grounds as
originally reported.
“Evolution is not a part of
religious studies, it’s part of
science curriculum, and there
is nothing that will change that
going forward.” The scientific
community
was
outraged
by Premier Ed Stelmach’s
statement in the spring that
evolution fell within the bounds
of course material parents had a
right to restrict.
Opposition to the bill
continues in spite of its success
in the Alberta Legislature.

No fee increase planned for
MRU students next fall
by Zoey Duncan

Each department indicates
which classes have final exams,
as well as any special arrangements needed, such as sections
that need to be scheduled at
the same time. This information is compiled by the scheduling office and fed into special
software, which processes the
data simultaneously or “shuffles things around to make it
work,” as Wood puts it.
Because the schedule is primarily computer-generated, it
is checked over by the scheduling office as well as reviewed
by the departments. It is such a
complicated process that Wood
says they don’t “entertain any
specific requests,” because it
could cause a domino effect of
problems for all students.
However, students with conflicting exam times or more
than two exams scheduled in
a day should talk to the registrar’s office. The office works
with faculty to make sure that
exams are deferred in that case,
as outlined by school policy.
On the other hand, the registrar can’t get you out of exams that conflict with your
Hawaiian vacation, so Wood
cautions: “Don’t plan anything
until the last day of final exams.”

to exempt students from any
units their parents deem
unsuitable,
a
gargantuan
task given the diversity of the
students within any public
school system. To circumvent
the impossible task of designing
a separate program for each
student, the bill will require
considerable trimming of the
existing curriculum.
While parents may be
comforted by the entrenchment
of their right to control their
child’s exposure to certain
material, Blackett assured CBC
news in a separate interview
that parents will not be able

News Editor

While other post-secondary
institutions in the province are
gearing up to request tuition
cap increases from the government, Mount Royal University
is quietly sitting at the cap level that was supposed to be in
place for 10 years.
In 2006, the government
passed legislation that capped
tuition so that it would not increase more than the consumer
price index, or inflation. That
means that tuition at MRU will
not increase more than 1.5 per
cent next September. For students with a five-course semester, which costs an average of
$2,408 according to mtroyal.ca,
the increase can’t be more than
$36.12, to a total of $2,444.12.
This November, the government announced that it would
review requests from institutions to increase tuitions in order to make up for the funding
shortfall due to the recession.
Robin Fisher, VP academic
for Mount Royal University told
the Calgary Herald that the
school doesn’t intend to request
an exemption from the cap.
“We think we’re in pretty good
shape,” he told the Herald. “It
depends on the size of the reductions [in government fund-

ing]. But at this point, we’re not
thinking other increases in student fees is a way out of the situation,” Fisher said. Fisher did
not respond to an email from
The Reflector and was unavailable for an interview before the
time of publishing.
Robert Jones, VP external for
the students’ association said
that he’s pleased with MRU’s
decision to adhere to the original legislation.
“They deserve a thumbs up,”
said Jones, who is also chair of
the Alberta Student Executive
Council. “[There was] no funny business, it was straight forward.”
Jones is critical of the government for not keeping their
word to students. He said that
he’s been hearing all year long
that the fee regulations would
remain in place.
“It’s almost like a blank check
and that blank check is going
to increase student debt by an
indefinite amount,” Jones said.
He is concerned that this exemption in the regulation will
lead to an increase in student
debt, an indefinite cost increase
for education and limited access to education for some potential students.
Statistics Canada released a
report in November on access
and support to education and

training based on a 2008 survey. Of Canadians aged 18-64
who wanted to take some kind
of education, 23 per cent didn’t
go to school because they need
to work, 25 per cent didn’t because of their work schedule
and 21 per cent didn’t because
of the cost of education; only
two per cent of Canadians
didn’t go to school as a result of
not being able to get a loan.
Earlier this summer, Statistics
Canada reported that student
unemployment this summer
for those aged 15-24 was at its
highest rate since data collection began in 1977, at 19.7 per
cent and the lowest average
hours since 1977 at 23.4 hours
per week.
This could mean bad news
for recent grads.
Alberta’s 2009 university
graduates with debt, left school
owing an average of $24,116,
as compared to 2005 college
grads who owed an average of
$14,770, according to a report
entitled The Price of Knowledge
by The Canada Millennium
Scholarship Foundation.
“Post-secondary ought to be
the highest priority in times of
recession,” Jones said. “Postsecondary is where to turn in
times of recession. It is one of
the best ways out of the hole
that we’re in.”
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New film studio means more jobs
Underemployed theatre grads may see job opportunities
by Kaila Sept
The Reflector

A new opportunity for
Alberta’s film industry has been
announced by Alberta’s Minister
of Culture and Community
Spirit,
Lindsay
Blackett:
Calgary will be getting its own
permanent film studio. This is
good news for theatre students
who are looking to find jobs in
film after graduation.
People working in the film
industry in Calgary have
been struggling to find work
recently, particularly with the
economy the way it is. Some
actors don’t have much choice
but to work several part-time
jobs because productions aren’t
filming in Alberta as often. As
it stands, Calgary has no studio
space available. Mount Royal
University theatre graduates
like Briana Lowe are grateful
that the province is hearing
their call for help.
“It’s exciting, we’ve all been
writing letters about it, writing
to the government, trying to
get it to happen,” said Lowe,

The Reflector is editorially autonomous
and financially independent for all
other governing bodies at Mount Royal
University.
The Reflector welcomes newsworthy
submissions from all students and
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of editorial comment is reserved for
editors of The Reflector, opinion pieces
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editor, and may be published on the
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reserves the right not to publish
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Editor to be offensive.
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the Reflector Publications Society staff
and its readership.
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are final and binding on both parties.
Letters to the Ombudsboard must
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Reflector Publications Society, to the
Reflector Publications Society office.
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should be a maximum of 500 words,
typed, double-spaced, and contain the
writer’s name and phone number. No
unsigned letters will be published. Only
in exceptional cases, at the discretion
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names be withheld. The Reflector
reserves the right to edit submissions
for brevity.
Contents are copyright © 2009. No
material may be reproduced without
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paper are those of the individual
authors, and not necessarily those
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who currently works for
Jubilations, Pegasus Theatre,
and Stage West. “This is about
getting studio space to make
your own independent films.
Those opportunities weren’t
available in the past, but I think
just providing this opportunity
would not only provide more
jobs in the industry but also I
think it’s going to boom and I
think Alberta will benefit from
this facility.”
The studio, which has an
estimated cost of $26 million
dollars, will offer many jobs to
not only actors, but also other
creative minds in this industry.
Lowe said she thinks having a
film studio will offer graduates
and long-time professionals in
Calgary the chance to perform
and have the opportunity for
more audition practice.
“Hopefully there will be more
auditions and parts available
for the actors to get seen and
keep practicing,” Lowe said. “It
would be great to have more
opportunities and even to do
independent films; there will be
more opportunity for that.”

Tina Alford, a branch
representative from ACTRA
(Alliance of Canadian Cinema,
Television and Radio Artists)
Alberta, said that the company
is hopeful this studio will be
a positive change to the film
industry.
“Every project that comes
in employs Albertans,” Alford
said. “So you have performers,
technical staff, not to mention
all the spin-off industries. This
studio will help keep hotels full
and restaurants are busier and
it’ll have a significant impact.”
Alford said the plan is to
have two stages — one that is
30-thousand square feet and
another that is 45-thousand
square feet, as well as green
rooms and office space.
“It’s a valuable piece of the
puzzle that Calgary has been
missing,” Alford said.
“People come to Alberta
for our crew, our cast, our
locations, you know, Legends of
the Fall, Unforgiven, beautiful
locations here, but we’ve never
had a permanent place for
people to set up. I think it’s

going to help lure productions
from the US, and even from
Toronto.”
Alford said that ACTRA
Alberta hopes to have the studio
built within the next year.
Whether or not this happens
will depend on ongoing
negotiations between Alberta
government, Calgary Economic
Development and WinSport, as
the studio is going to be built
right by Canada Olympic Park.
Robyn Ayles, the technical
program coordinator of the
department of theatre, speech
and music performance at
Mount Royal University, said
that a studio has been needed
for the last 20 years in Calgary,
and it will be a big help to
theatre graduates.
“More films mean more
work. More series means more
steady work,” Ayles said. “Our
technicians in particular tend
to move over into the film
industry, as carpenters, set
decorators, props people, or
costumers. But more filming
always means more work for
actors as well.”
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Gift giving for dummies
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Ideas for what to give during various stages in the relationship game
by Katie Turner
Publishing Editor

Trying to find the perfect gift
for someone you love is never
an easy task, but what may be
even more difficult is shopping for your other half in a
newly formed relationship. No
one wants to wander aimlessly
around the mall only to find a
mildly suitable gift.
That’s why The Reflector has
compiled a list of ideas to help
you decide which gift is appropriate for what stage in the relationship game. Whether you’ve
been with your companion one
month or one year, we’ve got
some helpful tips for gift giving.
Speaking with several Mount
Royal students about their giftgiving habits, the consensus was
the longer the relationship, the
more thoughtful the gift.
After more then three years
with his girlfriend, secondyear computer science student
Gorman Lee explained that the
level of thought that goes into a
gift has to increase as things get
more serious. “I think in the early stages, something more materialistic then in the later stages
[is] when you expect something
more sentimental,” he said.
Third-year public relations
student, Tara Crowe was in total agreement with Lee and said
that in her experience, she’s just
looking to know that her significant other cares.
“After three years, just something that honestly proved that
he thought about it, not that
he just went to the mall and
grabbed something quick and
easy,” she explained. “At the

three-year mark it’s more of the
thought that goes into the gift
rather than the expense of the
gift.”
One month
This is a difficult time as
you don’t want to come on too
strong, but you also want to
show you care. Because you may
not know the person very well,
stick to simple items like a CD or
maybe a book. Crowe said that
after one month she would be
expecting: “Not much to be honest, if anything, like a card…. I
wouldn’t expect something really big one month in.”
Price point: $15-$30
Three months
During this time, you presumably know the person better, so
try to pick out a more personalized gift, but don’t go overboard.
In this instance, buying them
a DVD of their favourite movie
and including a homemade coupon to cook them their favourite
meal may be a good route to go.
It may be a little cheesy, but it’s
inexpensive and shows a little
more effort.
Price point: $35-$50

By this point, you’ve probably
passed a birthday, perhaps an
anniversary and now it’s time
to get a little creative and think
outside the proverbial gift-giving box. For this, try making
something like a photo book.
Most Macs come equipped with
iPhoto, a program that allows
you to make a coffee-table book
full of your own personal pics.
Basically, they are really professional looking photo albums,
and best of all they’re cheap!
Price point: $30-$45

What’s important to keep in
mind is that, for most people, it
isn’t the dollar figure attached
to the gift that matters; it truly
is the thought behind it. It’s easy
to get caught up in the wave of
consumerism that inundates us
around the holidays, but keep in
mind that materialistic gifts are
often shallow, and if you want to
show the person you have some
depth for the long haul, give the
gift of thought.

Over three years
Anytime past the three-year
mark and you may be looking
to spice things up. So if you can
afford it, take your beloved on a
getaway. This doesn’t necessarily mean two weeks in Mexico,
but if you have the funds then,
by all means. Even a night at a
hotel in Banff or Kananaskis is
romantic and takes quite a bit of
planning, which shows you really care.
Price point: $100-Thousands
of dollars.

Six months
After half a year with someone, you’re starting to figure out
what turns his or her crank. It
might be the time to splurge a
little bit for a pair of tickets to a
concert, play or sporting event
that they’ve been dying to see.
Spending money on something
you know they’ll love makes it
worthwhile for you as well.
Price point: $50-$200
One year

Illustration by James Paton
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The Reflector keeps going and going
Evaluating energy drinks and their effects
by Reflector Staff
The Reflector

As students attempt to dig
themselves out from under
the mountain of end of term
assignments, the amount of allnighters and cram sessions are
increasing. It is no wonder then,
that our generation is inundated
with energy supplements
and alternatives to help
us balance our busy lives
and survive the stress that
comes with exam season.
We here at The Reflector
decided to partake in an
experiment to discover
exactly how helpful — or
in some cases detrimental
— popular caffeinated
beverages were to our
alertness.
Hopefully
our findings will aid our
readers in choosing their
late-night drinks.
Five of the editorial staff
of The Reflector stepped up
to the daunting challenge
of consuming a drink
intended
to
increase
alertness. Having started
this task late in the day,
our five subjects were
instructed to finish their
beverage within half an
hour and document their
experience. Two editors
drank Red Bull, one of
the more popular energy
drinks, to see if they were
affected differently. What
follows is the account of an

evening at The Reflector office
hopped up on energy.
Subject: Gabrielle Domanski,
Features Editor
Beverage: Java Monster:
Coffee + Energy – Loca Moca
flavour
Amount: 444 ml
Caffeine: 90 mg
I’m no stranger to energy

drinks, especially since I am
an avid procrastinator and
come the end of the semester,
I drink these puppies like
water. I thought I would be
the more adventurous one and
try the beverage that mixed
coffee and energy — double
the bang for your buck. With a
delicious mocha taste, it was

hard to not down my chilled
energy companion. In fact, like
a coffee addiction, it pulled
me in, making me crave more
upon completion. Despite the
increased pace of my speech
and heart rate, and the mild
shivering, I definitely felt wideawake, and at times more
focused.

Subject: Kelsey Hipkin, Sports
Editor
Beverage: Full Throttle Fury –
Tropical flavour
Amount: 473 ml
Caffeine: 141 mg

See ENERGY pg. 9

Are you a Plus Size girl
on a skinny budget ??

Looking to make some extra cash while in school?

Full Figure Fashions
We are a huge consignment store carrying new
and gently used clothing.

The place to
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registration is
NOW ON!

personal training
group fitness
dance
mind, body & spirit
sport instruction

triathlon training
first aid & CPR
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climbing
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Located just 10 minutes away from MRU !
We have everything you need sizes 14 and up!
Brands and styles from casual to formal
Affordable prices that will fit your budget !
Tons of shoes, jewelry and accessories

We know that being a student can be hard on your wallet!
If you’re a curvy girl then we need your clothes to consign!
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WINTER FASHION

The Reflector sex columnist Selina Renfrow and photographer
Brian Melnyk modeled cool winter fashion from 17th Ave boutiques. Take a look at the very trendy photo gallery.

SEXY TIME

Visit the website and fill out the 2009 The Reflector sex survey. The results will be published in the Jan. 14 issue of The
Reflector. We want your sex…results.

HOT STREAK

Check out the photo gallery of the Cougars men’s hockey
team. On Nov. 27 and 28th, they beat the Grant MacEwan
Griffins.

Photo by Brian Melnyk

The Reflector’s sex columnist, Selina Renfrow, models winter fashion from 17th Ave clothing
boutique Dick and Jane’s.

EXPERIENCE THE

EXPLORE YOUR FUTURE AT THE U OF C

Join us for one of our Return to Learn Workshops for
Adult and Transfer Students. We’ll cover important topics
like transfer credits, admission requirements, deadlines
and more.

DATE
December 15th
January 19th
March 9th
TIME
6 – 7:30pm
LOCATION
Service Stop Lounge

(MacKimmie Library Block)

RSVP
403-220-4380

ucalgary.ca/admissions

Like what
you see?
Get
involved.
The Reflector

wants to showcase your
talent. If you have a
passion to write and an
inquisitive personality
then The Reflector is right
for you.
Come by and talk to any
of the editors at any
time. We are located in
Z002 in the basement of
Wyckham House.
This campus has exciting
things happening so get
involved, join the team.
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Celebrating the many winter holiday traditions
by Shiva Kashi
The Reflector

Nearing the end of the fall
semester, cold and overcast
days and the crowded malls,
are all signs of the approach
of Christmas time. It is a long
awaited holiday for most of
us, defined by the birth of
Jesus. But what are some of
the big celebrations in other
cultures and religions outside
of Christianity?
Tim Sampson, the coordinator
at
the
MRU
Multi-Faith
Chaplaincy and the Buddhist
Chaplain said, “The Chaplaincy
at the moment represents 4
religions: Christianity, Judaism,
Islam,
and
Buddhism…In
Zen Buddhism, which is my
background, the holiday that
is coming up is called Rohatsu
and that translates to eighth
day of 12th month.”
In the Japanese calendar it is
Buddha’s enlightenment, which
is celebrated. There is also a
different Buddhist tradition
called Vesak, when the birth,
enlightenment and death of
Buddha are all celebrated in
one day in spring time, but
on different days in different
traditions.”
According to Rabbi Shaul
Osadchey from the Beth Tzedec
Conservative
Congregation,
“Hanukkah is a minor festival
with a message in religious
freedom.”
He explained that the holiday
originated in 165 BC when a
war broke out between the
followers of the Jewish faith
and the Greeks, who had
undermined Judaism and had
made the Jews worship Greek
gods. Upon defeating the
Greeks, with the help of the

ENERGY from pg. 7
Imagine fruit punch getting
jiggy with Tahiti Treat and you
have the sweet and satisfying
flavour of Full Throttle Fury. I
was feeling quite tired when I
drank the Fury and remained
that way, although my fatigue
masqueraded as giddiness. The
drink made me feel anything but
alert; I mostly felt nervous and
would not have been comfortable
operating any type of heavy
machinery…I wouldn’t even feel
comfortable using a blow dryer.
The nervousness, paired with
being completely unfocused, has
me swearing off of energy drinks
all together. I’ll stick with a good
old-fashioned sugar high instead.
Subject: James Paton,
Photo Editor
Beverage: Red Bull
Amount: 250 ml
Caffeine: 80 mg
When I first tipped back my
can of Red Bull, the cold liquid
slid down past my tongue straight
to my cardiovascular system.
Suddenly my mind went through
a fit of emotions. One minute I
was nervous, and the next very
focused on the task at hand. My
heart rate jumped from 72 beats
per minute to 78 bpm in as little

Photo courtesy shopcardsandgifts.com

Jewish
rebel
army,
the
Maccabees, the Jewish people,
recaptured the Temple of
Jerusalem.
After the recapture, the
Maccabees lit a menorah in the
temple with what little oil they
could find, which was meant
to only be enough for one day.
Miraculously the flame burned
for 8 days.
“Hanukkah is celebrated
at home with the family by
singing songs and blessings,
and lighting the menorah
which has 8 candles — one for
each day of Hanukkah, and one
candle in the middle to light the
other candles with,” Osadchey
mentioned.
Jane Adams, a teacher living
in the northeast quarter of
Calgary discussed Ramadan, the

month of fasting for Muslims, as
the most important celebration
in Islam. She has been given the
alias of Jane Adams as she did
not wish to disclose her name
for personal reasons.
“Ramadan is the ninth month
of the Muslim calendar. It is a
lunar calendar, meaning that
each month is equal to one
complete rotation of the moon
around the Earth, making each
Islamic year about 10 days
shorter than the calendar year
used [in Canada],” she said.
Adams also explained that,
“Muslim months keep rotating
throughout the four seasons,
so it is not easy to say when
exactly it is.”
In 2009 Ramadan started
in late August. Muslims fast
every day of the celebration,

as four minutes after drinking
the “natural health product.” I
felt much more focused on what
I was doing but the “high” feeling
wore off after two hours.
Subject: Zoey Duncan
News Editor
Beverage: Red Bull
Amount: 250 ml
Caffeine: 80 mg
I was crashing fast during
the lead-up to the test, and
the lukewarm Red Bull has a
welcome antidote to my fading
concentration. The ultra-sweet
citrus flavour isn’t delicious, but
the carbonation is more pleasant
than throat-burning colas. I
definitely felt more alert after
the first sips, felt my typing speed
up and noticed I wasn’t the only
one in the office fidgeting noisily.
Eventually, I became distracted.
Then, I had to pee; my urine was
like a liquid neon caution sign:
DO NOT CONSUME MORE
THAN TWO CANS PER DAY.
Within an hour of opening it, I
was no longer feeling a buzz; just
a few dainty, Red Bull-flavoured
belches.
Subject: Katie Turner,
Publishing Editor
Beverage: Good Earth Coffee
Amount: 16 ounces (473 ml)
Caffeine: About 266 mg

While I used to be a coffee
drinker, over the last few
months I’ve been making the
transition to tea. However, for
the sake of science, I decided
to re-introduce coffee into
my system and was quickly
reminded of its uplifting
effects. In addition, I drink my
coffee with a little milk and
two sugars, which could have
added to the rush. Before my
caffeine boost, I was definitely
feeling the exhaustion that
comes with a long day. Postcoffee, my mood was perked by
the percolated substance and I
was able to focus more intently.
Unfortunately, after about two
hours, the exhaustion crept
back in, and of course, I was
left with coffee breath. I think
I’ll stick with tea in the future.
Editor’s note: The effects of
such caffeinated drinks differ
from person to person based
on metabolism, food consumed
prior, level of tiredness, and
regular patterns of caffeine
consumption. In an attempt
to be as controlled as possible,
the majority of our editors are
average consumers of caffeine
and are between the ages of 21
and 26.

starting from sundown until
sunset, to strengthen their
patience.
“[A] big festivity comes on
the first day after the end of this
month, which we call Eid ul-Fitr
— the day of gift giving, visiting
the family and the elderly, and
having festive meals together,”
Adams said.
Reverend Father Timothy
Chropke, a priest from St.
Vladimir’s Ukrainian Church in
Calgary, shared the traditions
of how Christmas is celebrated
in his religion and culture.
“Christmas
in
Eastern
Orthodox Christianity is on
January 7, which is because of a
shift in the calendar,” he began.
According to Chropke, prior
to Gregory VI there was a lunar
calendar called the Julian

calendar, which was established
by Julius Caesar. It marked the
passage of the months based
on the moon. However, it was
found that there was a drift in
that calendar and Gregory VI
corrected the drift and made
the Gregorian calendar, which
is in use currently.
“Christmas is and has always
been the 25th of December,
but appears as Jan. 7 on the
corrected calendar,” Chropke
noted.
Eastern Orthodox’s holiday
celebrations consist of having
12 meatless dishes that
represent the 12 apostles on
Jan. 6. Families gather for the
meal as the first star appears in
the sky. They pray, have their
meal and go to church for the
“divine energy” at midnight.
Chropke explains that within
his religion, they celebrate for
three days in January. “The first
day is the seventh, which is the
birth of Christ. On the eighth,
we celebrate the mother of God
and birth giver of Christ. On the
ninth, we celebrate St. Steven,
the first Martyr, and also
remember the Holy Innocence,
which
commemorates
the
innocent souls of infants of
two years of age and under,
who were killed in the village
of Bethlehem by King Herod,
who feared losing his throne
to Jesus, whose birth had been
predicted,” he said.
There are several celebrations
that differ from those we
normally associate with this
time of year. It is significant
to understand the variety of
celebrations among Canadians.
Most importantly, the holidays
are a time to come together
with family and pay homage to
rituals of the past.
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Looking cool in the cold
The Reflector hits 17th Avenue for a look
at this season’s hot fashions

by Selina Renfrow
The Reflector

While winter may have truly arrived in Calgary, this is by no
means an excuse to bundle up and lose all the fashion sense you
have accumulated over the warmer month. Every Calgarian knows
you have to layer up to survive, so why not have a fashionable layer
underneath your snowboarding coat, toque and mitts? With the
help of photographer-turned-model Brian Melnyk, we hit up a few
of the local clothing stores on 17th Avenue for some hints to keep
colour and fashion truly alive this winter season.

ARTS EDITOR:
Sean-Paul Boynton
artseditor@TheReflector.ca
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HOT
SPOTS

X

ylophones, gongs,
lasers and even
a flying pig will all
be present when the
Pink Floyd Experience
touches down at the
Jack Singer Concert
Hall on Jan. 7.

The Gallery Streetlife and Styles
(113-1013 17th Ave. S.W.)

M

ake your fellow
artists happy
(or extremely jealous)
by nominating one
for the Spoken Word
Festival’s Golden Beret
Award. Nominations
will be accepted until
Jan. 1.

A

sshole cops
probably couldn’t
get any nuttier than
Nicholas Cage in
Werner Herzog’s Bad
Lieutenant: Port of Call
New Orleans, which
opens Dec. 18 at The
Uptown.

S

tart working
on your dance
moves. Decidedly Jazz
Danceworks’ dance
education program is
currently accepting
registrations for their
winter session, which
runs Jan. 9 to May 1.

Inspired by El Kartel in Vancouver, The Gallery combines streetwear brands with art, showcasing a different
local artist each month. Carrying men’s and women’s wear, one can put together an entire outfit from kicks,
denim, hoodies, coats, bags and hats.
On Brian: Upper Playground hoodie, $98; El Kartel print tee. $39.
On Selina: Urban Orchard knitted neck cuff, $50; Nümph Mille knitted sweater vest, $110; Public Library
graphic tee, $60.

The Rocket
(738 17th Ave. S.W.)
A 17th Avenue mainstay for eight years, there’s no better place to
get a custom shirt than The Rocket. Thankfully, they carry the basics
to create your own statement and the accessories to spice it up.
On Brian: Blue cardigan, $45; Black motorcycle jacket, $150;
Poor boy cap, $20.
On Selina: White furry toque, $5; green skinny jeans,
$20; Alternative black burnout tee, $25; red cardigan, $45.

Dick & Jane’s
(831 17th Ave. S.W.)

Not just a clothing store, you can find all sorts of
knick knacks, gifts and just plain cool shit at Dick
& Jane’s, including a Jack White edition Holga
film camera. And how can you not love a store
with a white picket fence?
On Brian (his own jeans): (Above) Grey cotton
zip cardigan, $89; Warrior checked short sleeve
shirt (on sale), $39; (Right) Pop Reindeer jumper,
$60.
On Selina: Pop brown recycled leather jacket,
$130; Pop black hoodie, $55; Tramp navy blue
shirt-dress, $49.

Photos by Selina Renfrow and Brian Melnyk
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samru.ca
exam stress relief
coming soon!

lunches packaged for you
courtesy of your
students' association
>>>

samru.ca
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Sisters are doing it for
themselves
Calgary’s own Tegan and Sara return to their hometown as living Saints
by Gabrielle Domanski
Features Editor

After 10 years in the music
industry, Canadian twins Tegan
and Sara have performed all
over the world, graced the
pages of almost every music
publication and, most recently,
released their sixth album,
Sainthood. On Jan. 8 and 9,
the duo will return to their roots
and hit the Jubilee Auditorium
to
enthrall
hometown
audiences, relive childhood
memories, and reunite with old
friends.
The Reflector managed to
catch up with Tegan Quin to
chat about time in Calgary, life
on the road, and what she’s
currently listening to.
Reflector: With Calgary
being your hometown, what’s
it like to come back here
during your tour? Does the
atmosphere differ from other
cities?
Tegan Quin: I love coming
back to Calgary on tour. It’s
always such a fun show. It’s
nerve-wracking in a different
way to get up in front of people
you grew up with, your family
and friends from the olden
days! Which I love!

Calgary was super fun to grow
up in. We used to ski on the
weekends at Sunshine and Lake
Louise. I remember ice-skating
in Marlborough Park outdoors
in the winters when we were
kids. Our teenage years, we
lived near Crescent Heights,
so we used to frequent Peters’
Drive-In and Eau Claire Market.
As little kids, my dad used
to take us to the river in the
southwest and make us walk on
the ice. There was a tire swing
in Devonian Gardens I loved
too.
R: When it comes to your
songwriting,
you
both
obviously
have
different
techniques, but what do you
think is the best thing about
your sister’s style?
TQ: Sara is a very patient
writer. I like to blow through

songs quickly. I love the process
of recording and listening
more than anything. Sara
takes a lot of time to work out
lyrics and structure. It’s very
impressive. I think our yin and
yang approach is what makes
our band so interesting, so I
don’t feel pressure to change,
but I think our last writing trip
in the fall of last year definitely
inspired me to take a LITTLE
more time with things.
R: Have there ever been
instances where you write a
song and then send it over
to your sister and she really
dislikes it? Do you guys ever
fight about what songs go
onto the record?
TQ: I love every song Sara
sends. I definitely think some
are better than others. In a
lot of cases great songs are
passed over because they don’t
fit the vibe of the majority of
selections. I don’t often take this
personally. I really see Sara and
I as each other’s producers and

I take her opinion seriously and
never personally.
R: What’s your current
“tour bus soundtrack”?
TQ: I’ve been listening to a lot
of talk radio. It helps me sleep
on the bus. The other night I
listened to the entire Gaslight
Anthem record ‘59 Sound, and
then the last Astronautalis
record.
R: What’s one of your
favourite tour memories?
TQ: There are way too many
to even get close to picking a
favourite. We love to recount
stories of past tour managers.
Sadly, we have been through
quite a few over the years. One
of our best tour managers left
to go work with Michael Bublé
and we still talk of him fondly,
almost nightly. We were in Paris
once, lost as hell, late for sound
check and he went running into
a gas station with a map of Paris
and apparently said,

R: What is your
favourite
Calgary
memory from when
you were growing
up?
TQ: Oh God, that’s hard.
I love all my memories
from my childhood. I think

Tegan (left) and Sara want you to get the
message they’re sending. The sisters
return to Calgary for a two-night stand
Jan. 8 and 9.

“Je m’apelle Craig, how do I get
here,” and then he passionately
stabbed at the place on the map
we needed to go. That cracks
me up every time.
R: Do you ever play practical
jokes on your sister? If so, can
you remember an instance
where the joke went too far?
TQ: Sara and I and the band
play jokes on our crew or each
other a lot actually. Mainly
we stick to locking each other
out of the van, pretending
someone is lost to (the) crew
over the radios backstage preshow, or making the bus leave
any stragglers who are a few
minutes late behind...so funny.
R: Calgary is always
changing, so it must feel
different every time you visit.
Are you keen on checking out
any new hot spots or favourite
childhood haunts while you’re
in town?
TQ: The last time I was in
Calgary I actually stayed in
a hotel downtown. It is SO
different there these days.
It looks like a different city
to me.
When I go back to the
northeast, especially, I feel
like it hasn’t changed at all
though. I love going back
and visiting friends and my
grandparents.
There
are
definitely
better options every time we
go back for food and hanging
out. One thing I will do for
sure is have dinner at the Silver
Inn. I LOVE it there.

Photo courtesy of Pamela Littky
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When tradition turns to tedium
Hundreds of adaptations threaten the original magic of A Christmas Carol

by Sean-Paul Boynton
Arts Editor

The arrival of the holiday
season can be seen in a number
of ways: the appearance of
Christmas
lights
hanging
from the houses of your eager
neighbours; Lite 96’s 24-hour
playlist of carols and hymns;
children making snow angels;
and the words “Christmas Sale”
printed in virtually every flyer
that comes with your Sunday
newspaper.
For
me,
however,
the
realization that Christmas is
indeed upon us once again came
on Nov. 16, with a brief emailed
message. It was inviting me to
the opening night performance

Professional writing

Same director, same deal) and
starring Jim Carrey as Scrooge
and the three Christmas ghosts.
Despite this being another
showcase for Carrey’s physical
comedy, it’s clear even from the
trailer that this follows the same
traditional story line as the
other countless undertakings.
But it’s in 3-D, so I guess that
makes it better...?
The fact is, a tale as old as
time can only be done “by
the books” so many instances
before it becomes stale. It
takes a brave artist to rethink
something so beloved by
everyone, and the results can be
all the more glorious simply for
being so refreshing. Even if the
experiment fails, the attempt
can inspire its own following,
and can even replace the
original source in the hearts of
the devoted.
Such is the same with A
Christmas Carol, so here’s a list

Marketing

of some of the most notable and
inspired retellings of Charles
Dickens’ tale yet attempted.
Some of these are readily
available for you to see for
yourself, while others have come
and gone. Hopefully, though,
they may give you something to
think about when planning your
own interpretation.
Patrick
Stewart’s
A
Christmas Carol (1988)
There’s more to Patrick
Stewart than frequent visitors
to Comic-Con would have you
believe. This man matches
Ian McKellan for bridging the
gap between contemporary
films and traditional theatre,
as Stewart is a veteran of
Shakespeare and other old
English stagecraft.

See CAROL pg. 15
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400+ online courses
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Management

Accounting

something about how tired this
tradition has become.
I myself have seen A
Christmas Carol twice on the
Theatre Calgary stage; once
because a friend of mine was
playing Tiny Tim (he held the
role for about three years,
unless my memory has failed
me), and another because my
parents had season tickets and
wanted to make every dollar
count. The second time I saw it,
I was immediately bored. “I’ve
seen this before,” I thought to
myself, and I proceeded to sulk
in my chair, waiting for the
curtains to close. (My parents
must have shared my feelings,
as we’ve skipped the production
in the years since that we’ve had
season passes.)
And now, we have Disney’s
third undertaking of the story
— this time done with creepy
motion-capture
technology
(remember The Polar Express?

Health care
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Learn from home without travelling to a campus
Pick up a course that’s not available on your home campus
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University transfer

You may be able to apply an online course offered by any eCampusAlberta
member to your current program of study. Or, begin a new program entirely
online.

Adult upgrading

Online learning gives you the flexibility to:

Available at:

Gerontology

Nursing

of A Christmas Carol, being
staged by Theatre Calgary for
the 20th year in a row. My blood
immediately chilled.
Don’t get me wrong: I
am extremely fond of the
166-year-old literary classic,
and its universal themes of
love for your fellow man and
embodying the Christmas spirit
all year long, not just during the
seasonal months. But when the
same story has been adapted
into 115 notable incarnations
(according to Wikipedia) and
undoubtedly plenty more on a
smaller scale, it gets a little bit
irritating when the majority
of these creators are unwilling
to think outside the box in the
name of “tradition” or “finding
the heart of the story.” The very
fact that this year marks the
16th consecutive appearance
of actor Stephen Hair in the
role of Ebenezer Scrooge in the
Theatre Calgary version says
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This one-man production
still stands as a high-point in
his career: Stewart, working
from his own adaptation, reads
and acts out the entire story
on his own, reportedly with
just a table, a chair, a stool, a
lectern, and an over-sized book
to accompany him on stage.
Stewart acted out several of the
principle characters, and critics
have frequently used the term
“tour de force” to describe the
overall effect. The production
has been revived several times
over the course of 20 years, and
Stewart has continued to win
awards for the performance
right up to the most recent
staging in 2007.

Steve Nallon’s Christmas
Carol (2003)
Speaking of one-man shows,
this must have been awesome:
renowned impressionist Steve
Nallon acting out A Christmas
Carol while impersonating
famous people in the various
roles. One might not be able
to recognize all of the people
being summoned, but some
notable
casting
decisions
include Tony Blair as the young
Scrooge, and Robin Williams as
Scrooge’s cousin Fred. Woody
Allen, Margaret Thatcher, The
Flintstones, and David Beckham
all show up as well. For anyone
who dreams of a perfect cast
that spans generations and
personas, this is the next best
thing.

Photo courtesy of dan-dare.org
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The Muppet Christmas
Carol (1992)
My personal favourite, this
version holds a special place in
my heart as one of my fondest
childhood
memories,
and
my own introduction to the
story. Plus, Muppets! As well,
Michael Caine gives what I
think is the best performance
of Scrooge I’ve seen on film,
his eyes conveying the sadness
that hides deep underneath
the greed and contempt the
character uses as a shield. The
songs are all fun and innocent
(except for the melodramatic
break-up ballad “When Love Is
Gone,” sung by Scrooge’s lost
fiancee Belle) and the whole
thing exudes Christmas spirit in
its purest form. Not to mention,
Tiny Tim (played by Kermit
the Frog’s son) is absolutely
adorable.
Scrooged (1988)
Seriously, anything with Bill
Murray is worth at least one
viewing, and this is one of his
most underrated films. Set in
modern times, the movie makes
many unique changes to the
original story: Francis Xavier
Cross, the Scrooge character
played by Murray, is a coldhearted television executive
who’s visited by his mentor to
see the error of his ways the
night before he’s supposed
to produce a TV broadcast of
A Christmas Carol; the Bob
Cratchet character is Cross’s
female assistant; her Tiny Timreminiscent son, rather than

Photo courtesy of screamrant.com

being sick and crippled, is mute,
perhaps autistic; and the Ghost
of Christmas Yet to Come is a
giant ghost-like figure with a TV
screen for a face. The comedy is
wickedly dark, and Murray is
hilarious throughout as he spins
off one-liners with ease.
I Am Scrooge: A Zombie
Story for Christmas (2009)
A novelized sequel to the
original story, in which Adam

Roberts imagines that the
sickness slowly killing Tiny
Tim was actually an infectious
virus that has since spread and
initiated a zombie epidemic that
could destroy the world. It’s up
to Scrooge and the three ghosts
of Christmas to save humanity
from the disease. If that hasn’t
caused you to put this paper
down and run to your nearest
bookstore, you’ve definitely lost
your Christmas spirit.
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Choice
Cut
Bob Dylan
Christmas In the Heart
Columbia
by Sean-Paul Boynton
Arts Editor

D

epending on when you’re
reading this over the course
of the holiday season, you’re
either about to be bombarded by familiar
Christmas standards being blasted out
of every retail store’s sound system, or
have just escaped that non-stop glee-fest.
Either way, you’re undoubtedly familiar
with this musical tradition, and unless
you’ve been living under a rock your
whole life, you know these songs off
by heart, and may or may not want to
kill yourself whenever you come across
another Yuletide playlist.
Because, frankly, Christmas songs
are downright depressing. Not because
of the lyrics, necessarily, but because
they’re so eager-to-please; one can
picture the monstrous, toothy grins
emanating from the speakers as any one
of these songs play, leering creepily like
skulls or Botox-injected plastic surgery
victims. They all call for forgetting your
sorrows and enjoying the simplicity of
the holidays, not realizing that such a
task is impossible to achieve. You can’t
forget about the fight you had with your
mom the other day just because “it’s
Christmas,” and even if you try (and lord
knows we all try), the resentment is still
there, festering until the guests leave and
you can finally let her have it.
So...why is an album of traditional
Christmas songs the choice cut of the
holiday season, especially one created by
a man thought least likely to be singing such tunes? (He is Jewish, after all,
and even though he became a hardcore
Christian back in the late 1970s, he
seems to have left the secularism and
pulpit-preaching behind.) Well, for one
simple reason: Bob Dylan gets it. He
understands that, underneath every
old-fashioned Christmas song, there is a
deep sadness, a knowing that the quest
for simple, lighthearted naivety is indeed
futile, and such quests simply distract us
from making the most out of what we
have and getting over the hurdles that
life throws at us.
Of course, this could all be useless
over-analyzing, as Dylan and his band
seem to be having an off-the-cuff ball
with this whole affair, especially in the
barroom polka-fied reading of “Must
Be Santa,” and one can picture the
smile on Dylan’s face in the first few
lines of “Have Yourself A Merry Little

Christmas.” And let’s not get ahead
of ourselves; no one is questioning
Dylan’s Christmas spirit (and not just
because he’s donating all the funds collected from this album’s sales to worldwide charities that help the hungry).
He must have grown up with these
songs just like the rest of us, and knows
how deeply sewn into the fabric of the
western world they have become.
But then again, the way these songs
are played raises the question of just
what Dylan is communicating here.
Apart from “Must Be Santa,” the tracks
are tackled at slow, stately crawls, drawing out dryly picked guitar notes and
the dustiness of the drums. Even the
occasional jingling bells sound lonely,
as if being reigned in from some other
Christmas party that’s much more lively.
This is no more evident than on this
crew’s version of “Christmas Island,”
where the Hawaiian guitar licks and
female chorus are almost biting in their
sarcasm and bittersweet sentiment.
And then there’s that voice. While
many laughed when imagining Dylan
semi-singing “The Little Drummer Boy”
in his present-day croak with all his nowfamiliar vocal inflections, the results
here are ghostly, haunting, and rather
sad. What becomes clear after just a few
songs is that this isn’t the sound of a man
singing Yuletide karaoke; this is an oldtimer going through Christmases past in
his mind, remembering all he has lost,
all he has loved, and how it’s all gone, for
whatever reason. Dylan’s reading of “I’ll
Be Home For Christmas” can bring a tear
to the eye of the unsuspecting listener,
and affirms the theme of the record: “I’ll
be home for Christmas/If only in my
dreams,” he sings defiantly in the closing
last bars, his voice cracking with the
secret knowledge that he won’t be seeing
his loved ones tonight, but God knows
he’ll try.
Is it a coincidence that the annual
record for suicides is Dec. 26? Not at all,
says Dylan, who always had a dark side
and puts it to astonishing use here. The
holidays are when many people realize that they’re alone; even if there are
people in the same room, they might as
well be alone just the same. There is no
escape from the realities of life, no matter what season it is, and Christmas In
the Heart ends up being one of the most
honest holiday-themed albums made in
recent memory, from the first ringing
bell to the final “amen.”

Staff Xmas song picks
Madonna, “Santa Baby”
I grew up with A Very Speacial Christmas Vol.1 in the tape deck
every December, and Christmas just ain’t the same without it.
My favourite track from the motley assortment of ‘80s gems, ever
since I was a little girl, has been Madonna’s “Santa Baby.” I don’t
know why; I can’t relate to her frankly greedy wish list, but kudos
to her for asking for what she really wants. And hey, dozens of
other cover artists can’t be wrong!				
					
—Zoey Duncan
The Jackson 5, “Up On the Housetop”
For me, “Up On the Housetop,” released by the Jackson 5 in
1970, is my favourite eclectic Christmas song due to its cheesy,
funky and bumping sound. Within the classic song are new lines
about what each of the brothers wants for Christmas. While the
older boys asked Santa Claus for guitars, basketballs, new shoes
and a list of girls to kiss, the King of Pop wished love and peace to
everyone. A Christmas party is not the same without this track.
				
—Kevin Rushworth
Wham, “Last Christmas”
Sitting in front of a fire and sipping hot cocoa while wearing
fleece pajamas doesn’t even come close to the warm feeling in my
heart when I hear “Last Christmas” by Wham. There’s just nothing
that says “happy holidays” like letting your ex know how you’ve
moved on to someone more deserving of your love. But in all
honesty, I can’t help but sway my hips to George Michael’s velvety
voice. By far my favourite holiday tune.
				
—Gabrielle Domanski
Cristina, “Things Fall Apart”
Over deadly funk-rock, Cristina recounts her fondest holiday
memories: her mother pretending everything is fine for the
sake of the family get-together, her and a boyfriend spending
Christmas in poverty, and eulogizing a Christmas tree while her
friends pretend to have fun at the disco. Despite being perhaps
the most depressing holiday song ever written, the funk of the
music makes me want to dance like no other X-mas tune around.
					
—Sean-Paul
Bill Nighy, “Christmas is All Around”
What can I say; this is a great song, and even better when
featured in the film Love Actually. This song encapsulates what is
Christmas for me, and how this time of the season makes me feel:
“So if you really love Christmas, come on and let it snow.”
					
					
—James Paton
Alvin & the Chipmunks, “The Chipmunk Song (Christmas
Don’t Be Late)”
This song is the essence of my childhood. My dad and I used to
listen to this song when putting up the Christmas tree every year.
At one point I asked my dad if I could have singing chipmunks for
Christmas; apparently those aren’t real. Like Alvin, I was always
flat when singing along and putting on my handcrafted ornaments on the Christmas tree.
				
—Kelsey Chadwick
Elvis Presley, “Blue Christmas”
The unmistakable timbre of Elvis’s voice would send shivers
down anyone’s spine. When it’s Elvis singing Ernest Tubb’s “Blue
Christmas,” those shivers become shivers of Christmas joy. Tubbs’
1950 version is more honky-tonk than merry, whereas Elvis’ 1957
version conjures visions of holiday memories with those we love
and couldn’t bear to be away from during the holidays. Elvis
called this the favourite of the Christmas songs he recorded, and I
can’t help but agree.
					
—Kelsey Hipkin
Gayla Peevey, “I Want A Hippopotamus For Christmas”
There are several reasons why this song resonates as my alltime favourite Christmas jingle. First of all, what child wouldn’t
want one of the most dangerous animals in Africa for a Christmas
gift? I know I did (and still do). Along with loving the overall
message of the song, one just can’t help but adopt a big, toothy,
hippopotamus-like grin when they hear it.
—Katie Turner
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The search for pow’
The Reflector’s guide for skiing and riding this season
by Vanessa Vegter
Guest Columnist

December has arrived, the sun
is shining, the birds are chirping,
and Ular the Snow God seems
to finally have awoken from his
slumber. Fear not my comrades;
while here in Calgary, fall seems
to have overstayed its welcome.
Deep in the heart of the mountains a white giant is growing
and the skiing and riding season
is upon us.
W h i l e
our fellow
Calgarians
are scurrying
about
trying to soak
up the last
of the sun’s
it’s
Vanessa Vegter rays,
Guest Columnist
time for us
snow junkies to rally the troops, dust off
the ol’ shred sticks, and set our
sights upon the slopes.
Calgary’s closet mountain,
Nakiska, is only 45 minutes from
the city. With a relatively inexpensive season’s pass, Nakiska
was once a haven for snowboarders and skiers alike. That is until
Resorts of the Canadian Rockies
decided to remove all ‘big air’
parks, which left Nakiska looking like an unappetizing half
eaten snow cookie.
The mountain itself is pretty
limited and is definitely not
the place to go if you’re hunting some pow’. Instead you’ll
get what Nakiska describes as,
“wide-open, corduroy-groomed
runs.” They did bust out some
improvements this season, with
a new chair and a 40 per cent
increase in snow making capacity, but a mountain that receives
very little seasonal snowfall

(250cm), best be bustin’ out
as many machines as possible.
After all, we wouldn’t want to
run out of corduroy.
Fernie Alpine Resort, despite
being another RCR mountain,
seems to have felt nothing but
a slight sting from the partial
purge of its terrain parks. With
2504 acres of skiable terrain
(114 trails, 5 bowls, and tree
runs galore) Fernie is not short
on variability, and as a mountain being infamous for its snow
— 29 feet of it seasonally —
Fernie has already announced
an early opening.
If you happen to catch one of
these dumps later in the season
don’t forget your snorkel, you
will be swimming down this
mountain. Combine all of this
(as if it wasn’t enough) with
respectfully less crowding than
its neighbour mountains, and
the four hour drive to Fernie is
worth every minute. If you plan
on hittin’ it up this season I suggest packing an overnight bag,
when the conditions are right,
you won’t want to leave, and if
the snow is right, you literally
won’t be able to.
Lake Louise (RCR) has a lot to
offer as well, with 4200 skiable
acres divided into three sections; the front, the bowl (backside), and the larch, the mountain has enough variability to
suit any riding style. A huge
mountain, with huge potential,
and if you’re searching for pow’,
the backside is certainly where
it’s at. Even on a bad day, the
mountain is so big, and can accumulate so much snow; you’re
bound to find some freshies.
The pow’ is definitely reminiscent of Fernie’s snorkeling experience, with half the driving
distance. Keep in mind though,

with Louise’s popularity the
time you save in driving may be
spent standing in line or trying
to find a parking spot.
Sunshine Village, with most
of its terrain towering above
the tree line, is a resort with
an exceptionally long season
and an exceptional amount of
snowfall. Sunshine is marked
by 3300 acres of skiable terrain over three separate mountains (Look Out, Goat’s Eye,
and Standish), each boasting
30 feet of snowfall annually.
And when it’s not dumping, you
can certainly spend some time
in the terrain park, which still
proudly sports big air alongside
its rails and boxes. Without the
line-ups of Louise, half the driving distance of Fernie, and the
freshies to match (if not compete) Sunshine is an ideal location for Calgary’s rippers. The
only thing to look out for if you
board, are the flat spots, (unless
you’re into cross country boarding, that is.)
Other relatively close mountains to check out this season are Jasper, Kimberly, and
Panorama. There’s also secret
Castle, but in an attempt to keep
it under the radar, that one is
going to require some research
of your own. I trust you’ll keep
my secret. Finally, if you’re looking for an adventure, head out
to the west coast and pay a visit
to Whistler/Blackcomb. Don’t
forget to give me a shout, I don’t
mind riding on the roof rack.
—Vanessa has been snowboarding for 6 years. She is so in tune
with the ways of the mountain,
she had a dream in which every
problem became so insignificant
it disappeared. It was then; she
knew the season had arrived.

SPORTS EDITOR:
Kelsey Hipkin
sportseditor@TheReflector.ca
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BY THE
NUMBERS

2:

Years in a row
that Calgary
Herald readers have
voted Sunshine
Village as their
favourite ski resort.

12:

Years that
snowboarding has been an
Olympic winter
sport.

13:

Years ago
that Joel
Berglund discovers
a primitive ski in
Greenland. Carbon
testing dates the
ski back to the year
1010.

20:

Bucks for
a Nakiska
2010 card, gets you
one free day of
skiing/riding and
$10 off every other
trip to the hill.

72:

Bucks
to ski or
board Marmot Basin
in Jasper for the day.
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THE LISTINGS PAGE
MOVIES

Pages Authors at the Plaza II: Sun. @ 11:00
a.m. All ages.

GLOBE
(617-8th Ave. S.W., 403-262-3308)

THE UPTOWN
(612-8 AVE. S.W., 265-0120)
theuptown.com

Dec. 4 – 10, 2009

Dec. 4 – 10, 2009

Call for screenings and times.
THE PLAZA
(1133 Kensington Rd. N.W., 283-2222)
www.theplaza.ca
Dec. 4 – 10, 2009
The Reckoning: The Battle for the
International Criminal Court: Thurs. @ 7:00.
10+ — parental guidance recommended.
Good Hair: Fri. & Mon. – Wed. @ 5:00, 7:00 &
9:10; Sat. @ 12:30, 2:30, 7:00 & 9:10; Sun. @ 2:30,
7:00 & 9:10; Sun. @ 2:30, 7:00 & 9:10; Thurs. @
5:00 & 9:10. PG — coarse language, sexual
content.
The Cove: Sun. @ 5:00. [Fundraiser] PG —
disturbing content, mature subject matter.

Antichrist: Fri. Dec. 4 @ 7:00 & 9:15; Sat. Dec.
5 – Sun. Dec. 6 @ 12:30, 2:45, 7:00 & 9:15; Mon.
Dec. 7 – Thurs. Dec. 10 @ 7:00 & 9:15. R—Explicit
sexual content, brutal violence, sexual violence.
The Road: Thurs. Dec. 3 @ 4:45, 7:10 & 9:30; Fri.
Dec. 4 @ 4:45, 7:10 & 9:30; Sat. Dec. 5 – Sun. Dec.
6 @ 2:15, 4:45, 7:10 & 9:30; Mon. Dec. 7 – Thurs.
Nov. 10 @ 4:45, 7:10 & 9:30. 14A—Disturbing
content.
A Serious Man: Thurs. Dec. 3 @ 9:15 only; Fri.
Dec. 4 @ 4:50; Sat. Dec. 5 – Sun. Dec. 6 @ 12:15 &
4:50; Mon. Dec. 7, Tues. Dec. 8, & Thurs. Dec. 10 @
4:50. 14A—Coarse language and drug use.
Collapse: Thurs. Dec. 3 @ 4:40. PG—Coarse
language.

MUSIC

Winter

registration is
NOW ON !
We have over 100 classes to
choose from.
Register early to get the
classes you want!

Call 403.440.6517 or check our
Rec Guide for more details.
403.440.6517

Ironwood Stage & Grill: Wednesdays, Open
Mic hosted by Tim Leacock & Kit Johnson.
Sundays, Fools on Stools with Steve Coffey and
Tom Phillips. Dec. 3, Morag Northey; Dec. 5, 2:00
p.m., Don Yuzwak; Dec. 5, Darren Johnson Band;
Dec. 7, Mark Ceaser; Dec. 8, Marie Josee Houle
and Tanis Nixi; Dec. 10, The Herb Tarleks; Dec.
11, Ralph Boyd Johnson; Dec. 12, 11:00 a.m.,
Prime Time Big Band; Dec. 12, Tim Williams;
Dec. 15, John Wort Hannam, Dave McCann, and
leeroy Stagger; Dec. 18 & 19, Steve Pineo; Dec.
20-21, Alfie Zappacosta; Dec. 22, Greg Cockerill.
403-269-5581. ironwoodstage.ca. 1429 - 9 Ave.
SE.
Marquee Room: Dec. 3, Jordan Klassen with
Laura Leif; Dec. 5, The Brenda Vaqueros with The
Moby Dicks and The Outlaws of Ravenhurst.
403-264-3717. myspace.com/marqueeroom.
610 – 8 Ave. SW.
Broken City: Mondays: Broken City Monday
Comedy Night; Tuesdays: Broken City Wing
Night + Punk Rock Binge = Broken City Wingo;
Dec. 3, SAIT Film and Video Fundraiser with The
Firm Handshake and guests; Dec. 4, Sunparlour
Players with Ghostkeeper; Dec. 10, Grown-Ups
with Tension Slips; Dec. 17 & 18, All I Want for
Christmas is My 3 Front Teeth Benefit featuring
Chris Vail, The Dojo Workhorse, Matt Olah,
Night Committee, The Dudes, The Neckers,

Sabertooth(less), and Miesha; Dec. 31, Degrassi
New Year’s Eve. 403-608-6360. brokencity.ca.
613 – 11 Ave. SW.
BD&P World Music Series: Dec. 10, An Irish
Homecoming: hosted by Cherish the Ladies;
Jan. 26, 2010, Tao: The Martial Art of Drumming.
403-299-8888. epcorcentre.org. Jack Singer Hall,
Epcor Centre, 201 – 8 Ave. SE.
Carma Acoustic Blues Series: Jan. 29, 2010,
Matt Andersen. 403-299-8888. epcorcentre.org.
Jack Singer Hall, Epcor Centre, 201 – 8 Ave. SE.
Calgary Opera: Dec. 3-5, Beatrice and
Benedict at the Arrata Opera Centre, 1315 – 7
St. SW. 403-262-7286. jubileeauditorium.com/
southern. Jubilee Auditorium, 1415 – 14 Ave.
NW
Jubilee Auditorium: Dec. 12, Chantal
Kreviazuk; Jan. 8, 2010, Tegan and Sara with An
Horse; Jan. 20, 2010, Colin James. 403-297-8000.
jubileeauditorium.com/southern. Jubilee
Auditorium, 1415 – 14 Ave. NW.
The Union at the U of C: Dec. 3, Gwar; Dec.
5, Hatebreed Cannibal Corpse with Unearth,
Born of Orisis & Hate Eternal; Dec. 19, Jon Lajoie.
403-220-6551. su.ucalgary.ca. MacEwan Hall or
Ballroom, U of C.

THEATRE
Broadway Across Canada: Jan. 13-17,
Topol in Fiddler on the Roof. 403-297-8000.
broadwayacrosscanada.ca. Jubilee Auditorium,
1415 – 14 Ave. NW
Centre Stage Theatre: Dec. 5, 12, 14, 19, 21, 22,
23, 24, & 26, Once Upon a Christmas – A new
musical by Bonnie Gratz, music by Mary-Jean
Uszy. 403-208-6736. centre-stage.ca. Stage West
Theatre.
Pegasus Performances: Until Dec. 13, Fit for
Death. 403-246-4811. pegasus-performances.
com. Deane House, 806 - 9 Ave. SE.
Jubilations Dinner Theatre: Until Feb. 7, 2010,
Strut & Jive the Night Away. 403-249-7799.
jubilations.ca. 1002 – 37 St. SW.
Fire Exit Theatre: Jan. 13-16, 2010.
403-640-4617. fireexit.ca. Engineered Air
Theatre, Epcor Centre, 205 – 8 Ave. SE.
Front Row Centre Players: Jan. 8-23, 2010,
Hello Dolly. 403-263-0079. frontrowcentre.ca
Pumphouse Theatres, 2140 Pumphouse Ave.
SW.
Stage West: Until Jan. 24, 2010, British Invasion.
403-243-6642. stagewestcalgary.com. Stage
West Theatre Restaurant, 727 – 42 Ave. SE.
Alberta Theatre Projects: Until Dec. 27, Toad
of Toad Hall by Phillip Goulding. 403-294-7402.

samru.ca

atplive.com. Martha Cohen Theatre, Epcor
Centre, 205 – 8 Ave. SE.
Vertigo Mystery Theatre: Until Dec. 13,
Murder on the Nile by Dame Agatha Christie;
Jan. 23 – Feb. 14, 2010, The Woman in Black
adapted by Stephen Mallatratt from the book
by Susan Hill. 403-221-3708. vertigotheatre.
com. Vertigo Theatre Centre, 115 – 9 Ave. SE.
Theatre Calgary: Until Dec. 27, A Christmas
Carol. 403-294-7440. theatrecalgary.com. Max
Bell Theatre, Epcor Centre, 205 – 8 Ave. SE.
Theatre Encounter: Feb. 25 – Mar. 6, 2010,
Everyman. 403-288-5029. theatreencounter.
com. Studio Theatre, Vertigo Theatre Centre,
115 – 9 Ave. SE.
U of C, Dept. of Drama: Until Dec. 5, the mob
by Clem Martini; Feb. 16-27, The Humorous
Magistrate; Apr. 6-17, Taking Flight: A Festival of
Student Work. 403-210-7576. finearts.ucalgary.
ca. University Theatre, U of C.
Urban Curvz Theatre: Dec. 9-19, Camera,
Woman a Play in Two Parts; Mar. 15, 2010,
Curvilicious 2010; Apr. 29-May 8, 2010, The
Vajayjay Monologues. urbancurvz.com.
Pumphouse Theatres, 2140 Pumphouse Ave.
SW.
Loose Moose Theatre Company: Friday
evenings until Nov. 27, Theatresports; Dec. 3-19,
Chrismoose Carol. 403-265-5682. loosemoose.
com. Crossroads Market, 1235 – 26 Ave. SE.
Lunchbox Theatre: Until Dec. 23, Dream
Vacation. 403-265-4292. lunchboxtheatre.com.
Lunchbox Theatre, 115 – 9 Ave. SE.
Downstage: Feb. 4-13, 2010, Bone Cage by
Catherine Banks in Engineered Air Theatre;
Apr. 9-17, A New Work by the Downstage
Creation Ensemble in Epcor Centre’s Motel.
403-294-7459. downstage.ca.

DANCE
Jubilee Auditorium: Dec. 18-20, 22-23, & 26,
The Nutcracker by Alberta Ballet. 297-8000.
jubileeauditorium.com/southern. Jubilee
Auditorium, 1415 – 14 Ave. NW

VOLUNTEERS
HAMPER UP THE HOLIDAYS. Women’s Centre
of Calgary needs someone to pick up food for
the hampers from the Food Bank. Call Mickey at
403-264-1155.

GOOD FOOD FUN. Assist drivers with
the delivery of Good Food Boxes for the
Community Kitchen Program. Call Wasim at
403-538-7879.
GET DOWN WITH COWTOWN! Volunteers
with a class one license are needed to drive a
semi-trailer/stage for Calgary Exhibition and
Stampede. Call Stephanie at 403-261-0451.
COMMUNICATION GURU. We Did It! School
Age-Care Ltd. is seeking a Community Liaison
to develop communications through the city,
communities and schools. Call Sabahat at
403-681-5596.
GOT SCIENCE ON THE BRAIN? Volunteer for
TELUS World of Science and get a free family
membership! Call Cheri at 403-268-8339.
MENTOR FOR LIFE. Calgary Family Services
needs mentor volunteers to assist new
Canadians with basic level skills to improve
their English. Call Philip at 403-472-8189.
VISITS VENUE. Help YWCA of Calgary facilitate
supervised safe visits between parents and
children. Call Christine at 403-294-3663.
CULTURE INTERPRETER. Immigrant Services
Calgary needs a cultural interpreter to provide
services for new immigrants. Call Janet at
403-538-8355.
WINTER VOLUNTEERS. Canada Olympic Park
needs volunteers between the ages of 14-16.
Call Jocelyn at 403-247-5485.
SANDWICH CLUB. Volunteers are needed
at Calgary Alpha House Society to make
sandwiches for their shelter food program. Call
David at 403-237-8341.
FESTIVE LITES! Volunteers needed for various
positions during Zoolights. Call Renee at
403-232-9354.
ART ATTACK. Help Art Gallery of Calgary with
their fundraising events by volunteering for
various positions. Call Claudia at 403-770-1350.
HUMAN SERVICES. Get professional training in
the human services field from Distress Centre
of Calgary. Call Chloe at 403-266-1634.
GET SPACEY. Become a Visitor Services Host
for the Aero Space Museum Association of
Calgary. Call Steve at 403-250-3752.
YOGA ENTHUSIASTS! Multiple Sclerosis
Society of Canada is looking for volunteers
willing to receive yoga training. Call Marie at
403-250-7090.
PHOTOGRAPHY FANATIC. Share your love
of photography with children at the Forest
Lawn Boys and Girls Club. Call David at
403-276-9981.
BEAT THE WINTER BLUES! Volunteer with
Bethany Lifeline and help keep seniors safe &
happy at home by installing lifeline units. Call
Wendy at 403-210-2667.
HAIR STYLIN’. The Brenda Strafford Centre

samru.ca

WHERE FUN HAPPENS!

Thank-you to all our patrons
Liberty Lounge will be open until Dec. 22

check our website to find out the winner of Liberty Idol!
group:
Facebook
nge
Liberty Lou
yal
o
R
at Mount
y
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No Minors, Picture I.D. Required, and Please don’t drink and drive.
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Big cats on top
Men and women’s hockey teams in fine form at break
by Kelsey Hipkin
Sports Editor

The Cougars men’s hockey
team is off to a roaring start this
season with a 13-1-0-1 record
so far.
After facing SAIT on Dec. 4,
the big cats don’t play again
until Jan. 8. Head coach Jean
LaForest said that the team will
practice until Dec. 17 and then
will have two weeks off before
donning the skates once again.
Having been practicing and
playing since August, LaForest
said that the pressure gets to the
players after awhile. “They’ve
worked hard,” he said, “I don’t
think it’s a balance of losing
momentum, I think we need the
rest.”
He added that the two weeks
off gives the players time to
enjoy the holidays with their
families, but is confident that
his players will stay in shape.
“When they return [from
two weeks off] they have to be
prepared to go.”
With an outstanding offensive
effort this season that has
generated 76 goals for at press
time, LaForest said that the
teams’ success hasn’t been
in any one area of offense,
defense or goaltending, but a

combination of all three.
“I think we’re very fortunate
to have that balance,” he said.
The team’s hard work shows
itself on the ACAC stat sheets.
forward Barry Horman is
currently first in the standings
with an eight game 14 point
streak.
Goaltender Jordan McLaughlin is second in the league
with a 10-1 record and a save
percentage of 0.908.
The Cougars have 13 games
left in the season to maintain
their hot streak and perch on
top of the ACAC standings
before post-season play starts
Feb.19.
Game time for the team’s final
match-up before the holiday
break is 7:00 p.m. at Centennial
Arenas.
Not to be denied the spotlight,
the Cougars women’s hockey
team is also first in ACAC
standings with a record of
7-3-1-1 at press time.
Forwards Chelsey Morrill and
Chilla Fedoruk are second and
third in ACAC scoring with 13
and 12 points respectively.
The women’s final match
up before the break has them
meeting last place Red Deer at
Centennial Arenas on Dec. 4 at
8:45 p.m.

Cougars
games
Women’s Hockey

Dec. 3 @ Red Deer, 7
Dec. 4 vs. Red Deer, 8:45
Jan. 8 vs. MacEwan, 8:45
Jan. 9 @ MacEwan, 8

Men’s Hockey

Dec. 4 @ SAIT, 7
Jan. 8 @ Concordia, 8:15
Jan. 9 vs. Concordia, 7:30
Jan. 15 @ NAIT, 7

Women’s Basketball
Jan. 15 vs. SAIT, 6
Jan. 16 @ SAIT, 6
Jan. 22 vs. MHC, 6
Jan. 23 @ MHC, 6

Men’s Basketball
Jan. 15 vs. SAIT, 8
Jan. 16 @ SAIT, 8
Jan. 22 vs. MHC, 8
Jan. 23 @ MHC, 8

Women’s Volleyball
Dec. 4 @ MHC, 6
Dec. 5 vs. MHC, 6
Feb. 26-28 - Playoffs

Men’s Volleyball
Photo by Brian Melnyk

The Cougars men’s hockey team are perched atop the ACAC
standings going into the Christmas break.

Dec. 4 @ MHC, 8
Dec. 5 vs. MHC, 8
Feb. 26-28 - Playoffs

I’m not superstitious, but I’m a little-stitious
A closer look at athlete rituals

by Kelsey Chadwick
Layout Editor

Michael Jordan’s blue North
Carolina shorts underneath his
Bulls uniform, Tiger Wood’s red
shirts, and Patrick Roy’s mental
mind games with his net. These
three rituals, while simple in
description have a major impact
on the performance of those
three athletes.
Superstitions seem to pop
up everywhere in the world
of sports — athletes begin to
believe that a particular routine
or shirt or underwear actually
enhances their performance.
Chip Engelland, assistant
coach for the San Antonio Spurs
said in a email interview that he
believes that these superstitions

stem from practice or game
rituals. After an impressive
game, an athlete may think
back to what they did before
that game. Perhaps they put
their left shoe on first, so for
the rest of their career they will
have no choice but to put that
left shoe on first and a life-long
superstition is born. Heaven
forbid they put the right shoe on
first or they wouldn’t be able to
perform.
When I was an athlete, I was
somewhat superstitious but my
superstitions were simple things
like having to take the last shot
in warm-up both when I played
basketball and hockey. At one
point I always had to have a
matcha green tea Booster juice
because I thought it gave me
energy. Halfway through the
game, I always felt sick and later
realized the drink had soymilk
and which I had an allergy too so
I nixed that one.
When approached with the

idea of doing a story on sports
superstitions I did what any
good journalist would do to
learn more: I posted a question
on my Facebook status to see if
anyone knew of any superstitions
athletes had, or even their
own. With an overwhelming
number of answers, I came to
the realization that athletes
are crazy. Here are some of the
more interesting superstitions I
discovered:
Paul Kariya who plays for
the St. Louis Blues in the NHL
doesn’t go upstairs in his house
on game day, or sleep in the
same bed as his wife on game
night. I guess to make sure he’s
fully rested for the game? Maybe
his wife snores.
Chris Chelios who used to play
for the Chicago Blackhawks and
the Detroit Red Wings wears
the same shoulder pads he had
in junior hockey. Apparently he
has just had to repair them a few
hundred times.

Taking it to a more local level,
there are even some interesting
superstitions that happen right
here on our Cougars’ sports
teams.
According to the Cougars
media guide, Will Young from
the Cougars men’s volleyball
team dislikes being in rooms
with windows or open doors
before a game. Now I know what
you are thinking, is that even
possible? I can’t even try and
make sense of this one. Does he
have a specific cardboard box
he sits in to mentally prepare? If
you don’t cut any holes in your
cardboard box and you shut the
flap when you get in, technically
it fits the requirements.
Paige Dean from the women’s
volleyball team must dress left to
right while preparing for a game.
Her teammate Andrea Price
enjoys a fresh sandwich before a
game. I wonder what constitutes
fresh, because lets be honest,
deli meat is not always fresh.

Leanne Pfliger from the
women’s hockey team has to
dress the same way for every
game. Hopefully that just means
how she puts her equipment on,
because if she wears the same
thing every game, well here’s
hoping she uses a washing
machine.
Regardless of what the
superstition is, I think for
athletes it’s a way to take some
of the pressure off themselves.
Sport in many instances is an
individual thing; if you don’t
play well it’s your fault, but if
you have your fresh sandwich
before the game, perhaps it puts
your mind at ease.
Considering that even the
greatest of the greats have
weird superstitions, it must be
essential to the world of sport.
Quite frankly I’m not sure how
not walking up a flight of stairs
in your house can hinder your
performance on the ice, but as
they say, to each their own.
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If you like it then you should put a lid on it
Helmet safety on the slopes
by Kelsey Hipkin
Sports Editor

It’s time to dust of the board
or planks and head out to
your favourite hill to see what
the Rockies have to offer this
season. What you don’t want to
do is have a bad fall resulting
in a major injury because you
weren’t wearing a helmet.
In October, the Calgary
Sun reported that the Mount
Tremblant ski resort in Quebec
was
announcing
helmet
requirements for all its North
American resorts six months
after the ski-injury death of
actress Natasha Richardson.
On Oct. 1, Intrawest, the
ski resort that owns Mount
Tremblant as well as several
other resorts in North America,
stated in a press release that
they would be increasing helmet
awareness at all their resorts as
well as instituting a mandatory
helmet rule for children.
In the same release, chief
executive officer at Intrawest,
Bill Jensen said, “We have
established a new baseline for
helmet use at our resorts that
has received strong support
from the NSAA [National
Ski Areas Association] and
CWSAA [Canadian West Ski
Areas Association]. We will
continue to work with all of
the ski industry association in

the United States and Canada
to raise awareness of this
important initiative and the
obligation of everyone to ski
and ride in a controlled and
responsible manner.”
Matt Mosteller, V.P marketing
for Resorts of the Canadian
Rockies said that RCR has been
promoting helmet safety for the
last five years.
“We’ve been very proactive in
helmet safety,” he said.
Mosteller said that helmets
are not mandatory but “99
per cent of our staff now wear
helmets,” and that “every child
12 and under in our programs
[are] required to wear helmets.”
In a five year study published
this June by the School of
Public Health Alberta Centre
for Injury Control and Research
at the U of A reported 11 ski/
board related deaths in Alberta
occurring between 2004 and
2008.
Two of those deaths were
head trauma with one victim
wearing a helmet and the
other not. The report found
that “in five of the eleven cases
use or non-use of a helmet was
not specified on the medical
record,” and that “two deaths
were related to snowboarding
while the remaining nine
cases were related to downhill
skiing.”
The report concluded that

Hill talk
Nakiska
Opening day – Dec.5
Annual snowfall – 250 cm
Adult lift ticket - $44.95
Check out – Red Crow
www.skinakiska.com
Sunshine Village
Opening day – Nov. 25
Annual snowfall – 900 cm
Adult lift ticket - $76.14
Check out – The Hike,
Sunshine Coast
www.skibanff.com
Lake Louise
Opening day – Nov. 18
Annual snowfall – 305 cm
Adult lift ticket - $75.95
Check out - Paradise Bowl,
Boomerang
www.skilouise.com
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Wearing a helmet may reduce the risk of a head injury by up
to 56 per cent according to a study done by the UofA.
“wearing a helmet while skiing
or snowboarding may reduce
the risk of head injury by 29%
to 56%.”
Steve Robson,32, has been
skiing since he was a kid and
took up snowboarding in 2001.
He’d had concussions from
different activities like biking
and had “fung his bell” pretty
good when he caught an edge
snowboarding
so
started
wearing a helmet after that.

“It’s the best toque I ever
had,” Robson said adding
that helmets are also great
for keeping things together
like your goggles and built in
earphones.
Mosteller said that RCR
encourages and educates guests
on the importance of wearing
helmets while on the mountain
adding, “we highly recommend
that everyone wear helmets
while skiing and riding.”

Fernie Alpine Resort
Opening day – Dec. 5
Annual snowfall – 870 cm
Adult lift ticket - $59.95
Check out – Timber bowl
www.skifernie.com
Castle Mountain
Opening day – Dec. 12
Annual snowfall – 910 cm
Adult lift ticket - $62
Check out - Outrigger,
Tamarack Bowl
www.skicastle.ca
Marmot Basin
Opening day – Nov.24
Annual snowfall – 400 cm
Adult lift ticket - $72.38
Check out – Charlie’s Bowl,
Chalet Slope
www.skimarmot.com

